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REPORT OF SECOND MEETING OF THE UNITED NATICNS

INTERAGENCY WORKING GROUP ON THE INTEGRATION OF WOMEN IN

DEVELOPMENT IN AFRICA

Lusaka, Zambia, 1 and 4 December 1979

A, ORGANIZATION AND ATTENDANCE

1. The second meeting of the United Nations Interagency Working Group on "

the? Integration.of Women in development in Africa was-held at fc&ilungushi Hall,

Lusaka, on 1 and 4 December 1979» A full list of participants is given in

annex I*

2« The meeting was officially opened by the Chairman of the first meeting,

Ms. Aida Gindy, Director, UNIGEF Eastern and Southern Africa Regional Office,'

A cable was received from Ms. Lucille Mair, Secretary General of the 19&0 V)

World Conference cf the United Nations Decade for Women* She regretted that ,,

commitments at the General Assembly had prevented her frpiii arriving in Lusaka

in time to attend the meeting of the Working Group, and assured the Working'

Group of her secretariat's support.

3» The following officials were elected for the meetings

Chairman s Ms. Aida Gindy (UNICEF)

Vice-Chairman s Ms. N. Tschyrkow (lLO)

Rapporteur : Dr. Yasmin. Dkirenas (FAO). '- ■•■-•■
i X ■"' ■ ■ ' ■ . '

B. ADOPTION OF AGENDA: ;

4* The following agenda was adopted: . '

1. Opening statement by tlie Chairperson

2. . Election of officials

3d Adoption of the agenda

4» Presentation of Progress Report of the Secretariat

5w Future Plans for interagency co-operation in response to General

Assembly resolutions and the modalities for co-operation, cotlabora*

tion and co-ordination
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6. Presentation of summary of ongoing and planned projects for the

integration of women in development in the African region

7» Conclusions c

C. ACCOUNT OF PROCEEDINGS ;

Opening statement

5« The secretariat of the Interagency Working Group was congratulated on

convening the Group* It was recalled that the Economic Commission for Africa

had had the vision to start women!s work in the 1960s, under the initiative

of lJbre Riby—Williams3 Chief, Social Development Division, and Dr» Robert

Gardiner, former Executive Secretary of ECAO

6« At the 1977 African Regional Conference in Mauritania, an informal meeting

of United Nations agencies had taken place and agreement had been reached to
establish an Interagency Working Group as soon as possible*

7» It was mentioned that the thrust of the programme would be action oriented,

to establish how the agencies can work togetherj and priority would be given,

to rural regions as crucial and productive groups in terms of a. country's ,■

economy» . , , •

8» The Working Group was asked to look critically at the question of the

Integration of women in development, and to give direction to women in

development3 In addition, it was proposed that an inquiry be made,into what

action was being taken for poor urban women*

9« The Chairman conveyed the Working Group's thanks to P.fe* Yvette Abrahamson

(UNESCO), the Vice—Chairman of the first meeting, who had been transferred to
New Yorko

Progress Report by the secretariat

lOoThe report (annex II) was presented by the Chief of the African Training

and Research Centre for lfomenc The Working Group was informed that since

1978 a great deal of decentralization had taken place and member States were

increasingly involved in the programmese The Africa Regional Co-ordinating

Committee had been established^ The details of the terms of reference of the

Working Group were presented., It was pointed out that the question, of

staffing was very important and that ATRCW needed a full—time staff member to

co-ordinate the programmes for the integration of women in development.

Members were referred in chat regard to the paper "Progress and obstacles"

prepared for the Regional Conference,,

11* The Chief of the Social Development Division of ECA urged agencies to

nominate officers with whom ECA/ATRGI could liaise on matters concerning the

programmes on the Interagency Working Group, VJith regard to the appointment of

a Co-ordinator on the ECA staff, he suggested that sources of possible funding
be considered.*,
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12. In the ensuing discussion, the following salient points emerged!

(a) The Voluntary Fund for the Decade of Women, through the EGA
secretariat, should be approached for funding a project proposal for the post

of the Co-ordinator for a five-year term* UNDP should also be approached for

funding of the post;

(b_) With regard to the nomination of one person in each agency as a

contact person, it was decided that ECA should formally request each agency

to nominate such a person and bear the travel costs of that person attending

meetings of the Interagency Working Group|

(c) In the recruitment of African women, ECA and the MULFOCs should

maintain rosters of qualified women on which the agencies could draw. Another

source would be the United Nations Volunteers, and" the UNDP junior professional

officer scheme where young women would be recruited,, The SIDA and DAN IDA

Associate Expert Schemes also financed young professionals of other countries*

The Chairman informed the Working Group that the Chief of Recruitment of the

United Nations secretariat would be coming to the Regional Conference to

interview African women interested in employment with the United Nations.

(d) To promote development in the subregions, the MULPCCs were guided by
a Committee of Experts and a Council of Ministers- The Working Group was

informed that, in analysing the programme of work of the MULPOCs, it had been

found that r :women's component was completely overlooked, and to rectify that

-omission,ATRCW: had then-proposed that each of the MULPOCs should have a woman

ec—ordinator appointed who would be responsible for giving emphasis to the

priorities of women in the subregion* Four of the MJLPOCs were in the process

of appointing cc—ordinators. The PJIULPOC in Tangiers was still in the process

of establishing a Subregiohal Committee,, The co—ordinators would be a part of

the MJLPOCs and would be responsible to the Director* '

13* The Chairman, in summarizing the discussion, urged the agencies to work

in close co-operation with the ItfULPOCs and give supporting services based on

the priorities of rhe subregion,.

Future plans for interagency co-operation in response to general Assembly

resolutions and the modalities for co-operation,collaboration and co—ordination

I4o The secretariat pointed out that that agenda item had bsert included in
order to ensure that the agencies actually effected the co-ordination they

were always talking about,. In the opinion of the secretariat, that could be

accomplished cnly if there was firm commitment by the different agencies and

organizations to take action* The following measures were proposed as

necessary to ensure effective co-ordinations

(a) Provision of full-time staff member in ECA to follow up all activities
of the Working Group; i ■■■'.

(b) Designation by agencies/organizations of liaison persons;.

(c) Establishment of interagency committees at the country level; '•
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(d) ■ JfUblication of an interagency bulletin; ■ ■ ■>;

(e) Exchange of technical personnel;

■;.; (f) implementation, of joint projects*

15» In the discussions which followed? it was agreed that;

(a) Effective and practical co-operation at the country level was

absolutely essential in order to avoid duplication© United Nations agencies

should be requested to nominate or appoint women programme officers at the

regional/area and country levels^ Once country~level projects were co-ordinated,

i&ubregional and regional projects would be easier to ccr-ordinate,? Hie following

.two approaches to country-^level co-ordination were agreed upon and/the

secretariat -was instructed to try them on experimental basis in a few Selected

countries! - . :'■:-■■

, ..",-... ■ ■ . . ■■ ■■'.-.-■■.. :.u

(i) The first alternative was to request UNDP to be responsible for
organizing; an interagency committee which would meet periodically

to examine country projects to ensure that they were co—ertfinated

', . and that women's interest were incorporated,; The committee^wbuld also

'' . meet with the different wrmen's group's in'the country to ensure that

• their needs were reflectedo UNDP-was chosen as the cc*-ordinafbr

■ because it had" country offices and was therefore better acquainted

with country priorities, l1' '■■ ■ ' :'r'

(ii) The second alteriiatire was to cb—ordinatetitrough the women's
machineries such as women's bureaux* However it was pointed out

that since in many countries the women's bureaux concentrated on

. ..; :womenJ's programmes only, for that alternative to be effective in all

'.: projects, it would be the duty of the agencies to inform the bureau

of all projects irrespective of their focus and encourage the

committee to examine what effects the projects had on women's rolesa

, ;■_ -.. The donor organizations which attended the meeting pointed out that

it;would be easier for. them to participate1 in such cp-^ordinatioh than

if it were effected through UNDP offices0 It was also pointed out

however that -co-ordination through national women's machineries

,. . offered a better foundation for co-ordination at the subregiorial and

. regional levels, using the women's committees which had been •'

, . established by

(b) As not all countries had effective national machineries, it was agreed
that the Working Group should organize motivational joint agency missions

through the ,MfJilPOC wfomen's co—ordinators, with a view t6 evolving a women's

programme! A

(c)- The Working Group should give serious consideration to the training
of personnel in co-ordination, techniques; : :
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' (d)-■''-'Gri"ait iriteragency builetin? it was decided that the-secretariat.-

should wait until it had the staff before embarking on the publication*-6f": the

bulletin^ Meanwhile news relevant to the Working Group should be integrated

in the ECA newsletter for women0 ■-.■■•''■

AdeEyqasby LJs. Ifolphinc Tsanga, Chairman of the Africa Hep^-onal Co-drdinat'ing

(ARCC) : ~~~. : ■ ; '

l6«; .-^<. T^anga pointed out that it was the first time she was working with

the Group and it was therefore difficult to assess* the work the Group was1

doingj and in particular it was difficult to have an overview of Africa as

each. subj?egiqn: ha;dits own peculiaritiesc In her country (trhe United Republic

of Cameroon) she worked with all organs of the United Nations specialized

agencieso The Africa Regional Co-ordinating Committee was new and was in the

projcess pf tfamiliarizing itself with United Nations works- On the basis of the

documents they received for the'Regional CoEjferetice Participants, '^Ould be

able to formulate their own proposals0 She then made the following observations*

■■:'-J-C*)i. Some adaptation.^f the United Nations system was required in order
to accommodate the needs of women and their programmesV Most women who under

took projects were voluntary workers? they were not specialists, and often

they addressed-the wrong, agency for assistance0 She personally was? fortunate

as.-the organizations in her country helped her to fit her projects iiitd'Hne

norms, of th(C;;[United Nations. ■ ■.!■.■..>■• ■■.-.■ : ■ ■ ■;->-.■.■

(b) A problem often faced was thalt women were request&d to fit their

projects into government priorities, which did not take into account women's

interests*. U'oiBeii wanted to be consulted on projects*

(c) Sometimes when women wanted iro introduce a project which1 was small

but important to them, they were told that it was unimportant, '

-, ■. i - ■

(d) The United Nations should help women to present their needs, and there

should be research to ensure that the techniques being introduced were not

irrelevant to their needsy they should rather represent an improvement of

existing techniques based on research. ■

In ..education, women were very much behind the menfolk* Studies

should be made to draw upon what the women already knewo For instance, their

house skills could be developed for them to get employment in hotels,

restaurants and,in.catering generally, so that they could have their, own

restaurants, etc. • ■ : ■ :-,

(f) Women were looking to the United Nations agencies for a great deal

<>£ help,, because,, despite promises from Governments, not much was allocated

for the integration of women in developmenta i ' ;

17« The Chairman thanked Hso Tsanga for her remarks Which she'said .would help

the agencies to co-operate in the field and become meaningful to receiving

countries. Ghestated that the Interagerioy Working Group was 6ne machinery trying

to work along the lines of national concern,-, l
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Efraft summary of .on—.^M.ng and planned

in development in the African region

p^t'he integration of women

& y, tne iiu/i consultant pointed out that it

was an aid for the Working Group in co-ordinating its activities. With regard

to part.I (Analysis of Projects)? attention.was. drawn to the sections <#i
education and training'* employment and communications and mass media which
called for reviewo Members were asked to study the directives for future

action which were an outcome of the analysisP and try to formulate a plan for
concerted future action?

19* At the second session of the Working G:?oups the following proposals Were
accepted:

(a) A new paragraph entitled "Credit and banking", should be drafted by
the FAO representative for inclusion under " Directives"$ ■

—. Ea°h agency would supply information on "Future trends", where such
information had not already been included in documents prepared for the
Regional Conference; '

:.:;.;, , (c) Each agency would send updated information on activities to the ECA
secretariat by, mid-January 19800 Also? any projects mentioned in agency

documents for the Regional Conferen- 2 would be extracted by the secretariat

for inclusion in. th* sun-nary, F':C t:3S to forward to the secretariat its

list'of projects from the FAO cumulative IndexS

(d) For the purpose of co-ordinating plans and activities in the region,
the secretariat should look into how the various United Nations bodies, at

regional, subregxon^. and n^:?ona7. levels,, rc.VK.-od to each other and reported

to the agencies* Particular mention was made of the Interagency and Consultative
Committees of the Committee for Programming and Co-ordination and the FAO
Task Force for Rural Development;

• ■■ (%) The representative of the Carnegie Corporation mentioned that r
training at the national level on co-ordination and implementation of activi
ties could be arranged,, Msc Elsie Cross was mentioned as having worked for

the Corporation in that area, and the Corporation would be willing to be of
assistance;

(f) With regard to agency involvement in action programmes at the regional
and national levelsr it was felt that a paper from the MJLPOCs on action- [
oriented involvement was neededo

23o In response to the Chairman's request for suggestions for future agenda
items, the following two areas were mentioned:

(a) Primary health, care for womenj and

(b) Communication- techniques for getting to the grass roots in rural
areaso .
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D. CONCLUSIONS

24. It was agreed that ECA should feel free to call upon those members of

the Working Group who would attend the World Conference in Copenhagen for any

support required to strengthen the African region's participation in the
Conference*,

25« It was also agreed that the 1980 meeting of the Interagency Working

Group should be in the latter half of the year? after the MULPOCs had met and

after the World Conference and the Conference of Ministers* It was pointed out

that at the current meeting, agencies and organizations were not fully

represented and they should be requested to attend the interagency meetings.

In future, the donors could also be invited to those meetings* It was felt

that the Interagency Meeting should not be convened at the same time as ?„ regional

conference*, The future meeting could be held at one of the MULPOC headquarters.
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■UNDR.

UNESCO

FAO

UNICEF

ILO

UN/CSEHA

UNRISD

WFP

SIDA

vMr« J.Mifti, Resident Representative, Lusaka

'Ms.' Daphne Casey, Junior Programme Officer, Lusaka

life. P.^ambou A. Gnali, Regional Bureau of Education for

Africa, Dakar.

Ms. W. Tamzali, Project Officer, Paris

F.js. Gemme J. Adu-Bobie, Programme Assistant, Kenya.

Dr. Yasmin Morenas, Women's Programme Officer, Rome

Mr. Eric R. Krystall, FAO/PBFL, Adviser, Nairobi

Ms* F.A. Sai, Regional Office, Accra.

Ms* Aida Gindy, Director, East Africa Regional Office, Nairobi,

Ms* N. Tschyrkov, Equality of Rights Branch, Geneva

Ms. H.M. Albastros, Regional Office, Addis Ababa

E&* D. Gentles, Nurse-Education, WHO, Lusaka

Mr. Bell Angel, Branch for the Advancement of Women, Vienna

Ms. Marie Angelique Savane, Geneva

Miss Rakhshanda T^Jalik, Assistant Project Officer, Addis Ababa

Rfe. Karin Himmelstrand, Stockholm

Carnegie Corporation

Belgium

Caritas International

EGA

Ms. ^istin Anderson, New York

tis, Hilde Eissant, Ministry of Development

Co—operation

R'js* Euphrasia fi'Iherekumomba, Lusaka

Ivjr* J. Riby-Williams, Chief, Social Development
Division

Ms. Mary Tadesse, Chief Technical Co-ordinator/

African Training and Research Centre for Women

(ATRGJ).
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Ms, Nellie Okello, Programme Officer,

(ATRCJ)

Ms. Jasleen Dhamija, Project Co-ordinator

Handicrafts and Smaj.l-Scale Industries
ATROT/ILO

Ms. Jbcelyn Maconick, Nutrition and

Population Officer, ATRCW/FAO
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PROGRESS REPORT OF THE SECRETARIAT COVERING THE

PERIOD FRCfol.APRIL-1978 TO SEPTEMBER 1979 . : .. .

lc The inaugural meeting of the United Nations Interagency;Working Group,

on.the Integration of Women in Development in Africa was held in Addis Ababa

at EGA headquarters on 30 and 31 March 1978c The following agencies and ■■

organizations participated in the meetings United Nations Development

Programme; United Nations Educational,, Scientific and Cultural Organization;

Food and Agricultural Organization; United Nations Fund-for Population Activi

ties; International labour Office5 United Nations Children's Fund3< World Health

Organizationj Centre for Social Development kand Humanitarian Affairs

Headquarters, New York| and the Economic Conmission for Africa«

2» Matters requiring follow-up agreed upon during the meeting can be divided

into two categories* proposals contained in the adopted terms of reference

and decisions made in the course of discussions*

Proposals contained in the terms of reference which required follow-up action

3« The terms of reference adopted by the Working Group confirmed ten

functions including (a) the identification of needs which were hot being met,

(b) assessment of progress made and dissemination of information obtained,

(c) communications with the Administrative Committee on Co—ordination and the

Ad Hoc Inter-organizational Working Group on the Integration of Women in

Development; and (d) review of prog^^ss on recruitment of African women into

the United Nations ays^em.- The. serir^tariat nroprres that this meeting decide

on the logistics for effecting these functicnso

4» Also contained in the terms of reference were the following decisions:

(a) the Working Group should meet once every year; (b) a, full-time officer

"Wajsi tov-fee .designated by'SdA/ATECif *o ^ovrjld the Uorking Group and (c) each
organization was to designate a staff member to be responsible for; assuming

on-going co-operation Kith ATRCUO Although the second meeting of the Working

Group was now being held,no full—time officer has been assigned to service

the Working Group because of budgetary constraints0 It is hoped that a «

solution to. this difficulty will be found during this meeting© Similarly, no

communication has been received from any of. the members of this Working Group

regarding the designat5-on of staff to be responsible for co—operation arid

co—ordinationo >

S» The final major decision embodied in the terms of reference regards the

rules of procedures of the meetings of the Working Groups After: providing-'for

the election of offc-Lalc and the rc&nn&s in ^li-eh'nestings may be convened,

the terms of reference continue to provide that the Working■Group shall determine

its own rules of procedure, the'overriding consideration' being given to

efficiency and. speed* ATRCW suggests flexibility to suit the situation

at each meetings
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Other decisions taken during the , first . meeting

Compilation of summary of on-going and planned activities for the integration

of women in development in .Africa

6« - One of the main outcomes of the March 1978 meeting was the agreement that
the global revised synthesis did not accurately reflect the involvement of the

different members of the United Nations family at the regional level* It was

therefore decided that a ^un-maiy of on-going and planned activities of the
United Nations organizations for the Integration of women in development In

Africa should be made according to the following format %

- A preamble which would specify that the Working Group was taking

: .; into consideration over-all development efforts and not just women's

programmes;

- Policy statements of each agency on the integration of women in

.:=... , developmentj, with emphasis on its approach in Africa;

t* A description of organizational machinery, indicating how each agency

; : operates within the region; . '"'•.*'

= . . . - Items corresponding to the headings utilized in the Africa Plan of

... Action 1 and

_' A 6:parat>2 section fov integrated rural development programmes',

'appropriate technology, anu «*ny other important activities not falling

under the previous headings3 such as human rights*

Iji April 1978, the secretariat duly prepared and forwarded to all members of

the Working Group a detailed ■-.rrtiine of information required for the preparation

of summary of on-going .-rid planned activities in Africa for the integration of

women in development3 as requested at the meeting*,

7. On 18 April 19783 the Chairperson by letter requested Mr0 Bradford Morse,

UNDP, Administrator, to make available to the Working Group data received from

UNDP offices regarding the integration cf women in development in Africa* The

reply to this request was received by the secretariat towards the end of May

together with a summary of information received by UNDP headquarters from field

offices on women's role as participants and beneficiaries in UNBP-assisted

government projects in AfricaD The Administrator- however, suggested that

more detailed information could be obtained, directly from the various UNDP

field offices* As the Norldng Group had designated Ms* Brenda I.icSweeny'and

'jitiQ*. Pamela. Kboya f both of. UNDP, as . liaison persons with the UNDP offices in
Africa, copies of the Administratorrs letter were therefore forwarded to these

two persons in July for further actiona . '

8* On 30 August an inter-office memorandum was cent out by lils* Brenda

McSweeny, Rapporteur, to all UNDP Resident Representatives in Africa requesting
them to provide the secretariat with mere information pertaining to projects on

the integration of women in development in their countries,, Replies to this
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request have so far been received from Angola, Botswana, the Central African

Republic, the Congo, the Gambia, Ghana, Mali, Malawi, Nigeria, Rwanda* Senegal ,

Somalia, the Sudan, 1;he United Republic of Tanzania and Zambia. Some offices
have reported only those..projects expressly infant for women while others have
included those projects which even though theyare not aimed at women have a

high level of participation by women, or benefit women arid children more. Again

* some offices have reported only or* uFlSP^assisted projects while others have
. included projects assisted by other United Nations organizations as well.

' 9, Unfortunately ? the.required information has not been received from some

members of the Working (^roupih spite of the Reminder' letter which was sent

out in September a So far: replies have been received; froitrEGA, UN IDO, UNESCO,
UNICEF, and ECA/lLOr Although the World Bank did not participate in the first

meeting of the Working Group? it has indicated interest and has provided some

information un its attempts at reviewing Bank-wide activities for impact on

women to prevent any possible detrimental effects and seek available opportuni

ties for enhancing women's participation in these activities.

10. The secretariat has now managed to compile all the information it has

received, together with what relevant material it could extract from the global

revised synthesiso The task of collation and review of on-going and planned

projects of the United Nations organizations geared towards women in total

development was seen as the first step which should lead to the enormous task

of evaluation which will be done at a later stage to determine the impact of

United Nations—assisted projects^

lionen and the United Nations systcr

11. The Working Grcup also spent a substantial amount of time reviewing women

and the decision-making process in the United Nations systema The lack of

equitable representation of women in the professional category of those

employed in the United Nations system led to the recommendation that all the

organizations should undertake to reach a 30 per cent target for women among

professional staff by 1980, It is hoped that the representatives of organiza

tions participating in this meeting will report on the progress their organiza

tions have made in this fieldc In its desire to see the problems of women

tackled from the beginning as part and parcel of any development strategy, the

Working Group also recommended thats when EGA drew up the terms of reference

for its Multinational Programming and Operational Centres(MULPOCs), the integra

tion of women in development should be taken into account. The secretariat is

happy to report that EGA,with assistance from UNDP, is now in the process of

recruiting co-ordinators of women's programmes for four P.0LPOC subregions*

These officers will be responsible for the integration of activities geared

towards women in the general MULPOC programme,*

Ratification of the terns of reference of the Working Group

12. It was decided during the first session that the report should be sent to

the Headquarters of all the participating agencies for ratification of the

terms of reference0 This directive was duly complied with by the secretariat

but so far only the World Health Organization has submitted its ratification.

The position of other members with regards to the adopted terms of reference

would be appreciatedo
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Conclusions

the above
lead one to think that the Interagenoy

£ss±




